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Addendum #2-Questions and Answers 

 

 

Question #1  

The specifications you have provided for this RFQ are way to board. The Sheriff's Office doesn't even specify what 
caliber rifle they want. Does the department have a specific brand of rifle in mind? Do they want semi-auto or 
select fire rifles? What kind of suppressors do they want? Due to NFA restrictions, delivery times can vary greatly 
between 16" barrel weapons and 10" barrel weapons with suppressors. Vendors need much more information 
than what was provided in order to accurately quote the department. If more specifications are not provided to 
vendors, the department will receive fewer quotes and will end up purchasing some type of cheap rifle that was 
pieced together and doesn't even include any type of manufacturer warranty because it is a collection of parts 
from different manufacturers.  

 

Answers   

We want .223 caliber semi-auto AR15 rifles. We do not have a specific brand nor do we have a specific type of 
suppressor 

 

 

   

    
Question #2  

Does the rifle or parts fall under requires of the Buy America Act?  
 
Is there a trigger weight you are requiring?  
 
Is there a specific "twist" for the barrel?  
 
Thank you  

  

Answers   

No  
 
There is no required trigger weight.  
 
The twist we would prefer is 1:7" or 1:8" or 1:9".  

 

 

   

    
Question #3  

The bid states that it is required to have ambidextrious safety, bolt release and magazine release. Can this 

requirement be waived if not then only a specific custom model can be bid.  

  

Answers   

These can be optional. They are preferred but optional. 

 

 

   

    
Question #4  

The bid states a two trage trigger is required, can this be waived. Most Sheriff departments want a mil spec 
trigger because of the different levels of expertise of the user. Two stage triggers or normally found on target, 
hunting or competition rifles.  

  

Answers   

We would prefer a two stage trigger. 

 

 

 



   

Question #5  

Do you have specific documentation or format when we submit our bid?   

Answers  

If you print off the request and compete the quote submitted by section and attach it to your company's quote. 
 

 

 

 
 

 


